We describe a method of morphometric characterisation of landform from digital elevation models (DEMs). The method is implemented first by classifying every location into morphometric classes based on the mathematical shape of a locally fitted quadratic surface and its positional relationship with the analysis window. Single-scale fuzzy terrain indices of peakness, pitness, passness, ridgeness, and valleyness are then calculated based on the distance of the analysis location from the ideal cases. These can then be combined into multi-scale terrain indices to summarise terrain information across different operational scales. The algorithm has four characteristics: (1) the ideal cases of different geomorphometric features are simply and clearly defined; (2) the output is spatially continuous to reflect the inherent fuzziness of geomorphometric features; (3) the output is easily combined into a multi-scale index across a range of operational scales; and (4) the standard general morphometric parameters are quantified as the first and second order derivatives of the quadratic surface. An additional benefit of the quadratic surface is the derivation of the R 2 goodness of fit statistic, which allows an assessment of both the reliability of the results and the complexity of the terrain. An application of the method using a test DEM indicates that the single-and multi-scale terrain indices perform well when characterising the different geomorphometric features.
Introduction
Digital elevation models (DEMs) are fundamental datasets for environmental modelling. They provide the basic data from which terrain indices that represent or influence environmental phenomena are derived, for example slope and flow accumulation, and also the source from which specific geomorphometric features are identified or characterised, for example mountains and drainage basins. The focus of this research is the latter, with the objective to characterise the landscape in terms of five geomorphometric features (peaks, passes, pits, ridges and valleys).
There has been a large amount of research into the characterisation of geomorphometric features from DEMs, as is to be expected with such fundamental issue of developing or using an appropriate parameterisation of landform from a DEM to use as the basis for the characterisation. Second, geographical objects are often imprecisely defined, particularly when derived from the continuous elevation surfaces represented by DEMs. Third, the nature of the features can and does vary with the spatial scale considered, particularly across operational scales (Lam and Quattrochi 1992) . Each of these needs to be considered in developing a method to characterise morphometric features from DEMs.
Morphometric characterisation from DEMs
Research into morphometric characterisation is normally focussed in one of two directions (Wood 1996) , either dividing the landscape into 'homogeneous regions' from which features are identified (Speight 1968 , 1973 , 1976 , Dikau 1989 or identifying specific geomorphometric features (e.g. valley heads; Tribe 1992) . These methods are typically based on combinations of specific and general morphometric parameters, often in comparison with semantic meanings (Wood 1996 , 1998a , Fisher et al. 2004 , Schmidt and Hewitt 2004 , Bolongaro-Crevenna et al. 2005 , Drȃguţ and Blaschke 2006 , Ehsani and Quiel 2008 . For example, a peak can be identified as a location with zero slope, positive maximum curvature and positive minimum curvature (Zhou and Liu 2006) . Alternately, import and quantify four semantic meanings as the criteria for identifying mountain peaks as fuzzy entities, including down-slope relief, steepness, high elevation in comparison with a large surrounding neighbourhood and a small number of alternate candidate peaks. Flat valley bottoms can be identified using the inverse of slope combined with a local measure of lowness measured by an elevation percentile within a circular local window (Gallant and Dowling 2003) .
While the morphometric classification approaches for landform characterisation are effective, an inherent limitation is that the classification is usually implemented by applying potentially complex semantic rules based on multiple terrain indices, often with crisp thresholds (e.g. Wood 1996 , 1998a , b, Gallant and Dowling 2003 , Fisher et al. 2004 , Schmidt and Hewitt 2004 , Bolongaro-Crevenna et al. 2005 , Drȃguţ and Blaschke 2006 , Sathymoorthy et al. 2007 , Ehsani and Quiel 2008 . This can potentially introduce uncertainties into the classification procedure, particularly when applied across multiple scales, as the accuracies of morphometric parameters vary greatly across different scales (Gao 1997 , Florinsky and Kuryakova 2000 ). These approaches are also often developed for only one or two of the geomorphometric features that one would wish to identify, as different rule sets are needed to characterise different features. Ideally the definitions of geomorphometric features should be as simple as possible, and applicable to many morphometric classes.
As implied by the name, general geomorphometry (Evans 1972 (Evans , 1979 (Evans , 1980 is an approach to the characterisation of landform that is not specific to any particular feature type. At its base, general geomorphometry has five parameters derived from an elevation surface: elevation, the first order derivatives slope and aspect, and the second order derivatives profile curvature and plan curvature. Evans' approach has been extended by several authors (Zevenbergen and Thorne 1987 , Moore et al. 1993a , b, Shary 1995 , including its generalisation to broader operational scales (Wood 1996) . However, the basic principles remain the same whereby the first and second order parameters are approximated using the derivatives of a local bivariate quadratic function fitted to the elevation values of a raster DEM using a moving window approach. An additional advantage of the quadratic approach is that it is a 306 D. Wang et al.
standard regression analysis and thus should not be affected by the choice of DEM data structure provided there is a sufficient density of elevation values to reliably represent the variation of the terrain. While most analyses are based on raster DEMs, one could equally use the nodes in triangular irregular networks (TINs) or the points in point data sets such as from LiDAR returns. As noted above, the general geomorphometric parameters are often used as part of semantic rule sets to characterise geomorphometric features. However, by analysing the quadratic function coefficients, the quadratic surface can be identified as either an elliptic paraboloid, hyperbolic paraboloid, parabolic paraboloid or a plane. These forms correspond to the geomorphometric features peak, pit, pass, ridge, valley and plane. After clipping the quadratic into a conic section using the xy plane (z5f(x, y)50), the geometrical axis along which the parabolic paraboloid is oriented can be calculated, as can the two orthogonal axes of the elliptic and hyperbolic paraboloids. These axes can be used to characterise line based features such as ridges and valleys. The intersection of the elliptic and hyperbolic axes defines the centre point of the paraboloid, from which point based features such as peaks, pits and passes can be defined.
Thus, using the characteristics of a standard quadratic function fitted to the elevation values, we can develop a method for the characterisation of geomorphometric features without additional data sets or complex semantic rule sets. What needs to be considered now is the imprecise definitions of geomorphometric features and the operation of the method across multiple spatial scales.
Fuzzy geographical objects
Terrain surfaces usually exist as spatial continua and individual landforms seldom have crisp boundaries of their own (Smith and Mark 2003 , Fisher et al. 2004 . Any classification of a dataset into discrete morphometric classes inevitably reduces its information content. One of the reasons morphometric classification is vague is because a location can be classified into more than one morphometric class, most commonly at different scales (Fisher et al. 2004 (Fisher et al. , 2005 . For example, a small ridge may form part of a larger valley, and a volcanic crater which is a pit at narrower scales becomes part of a peak at broader scales. One of the issues of previous research is that a location is considered to belong to only one class at each particular scale, and also that it possesses the full characteristics of that class at that scale (Fisher et al. 2004 (Fisher et al. , 2005 . This is a Boolean, or crisp, classification of the landscape that can be avoided or reduced by using fuzzy set theory.
The fuzzy set membership function allows one to estimate or assign partial memberships of any location to the set defined by a morphometric class, thus better representing the spatial continuity of terrain surfaces. It has the added advantages that a location can be a member of more than one morphometric feature set, and that the definition of these sets (classes) need not be mutually exclusive. Thus a location can have partial membership of both a ridge and a peak, while the definition of a peak class can overlap with that for a ridge class. The lack of such class overlap may be a reason for the discontinuous line-based geomorphometric features in the analyses of Fisher et al. (2004 Fisher et al. ( , 2005 , as they used crisp classification for the initial class assignments followed by aggregation to fuzzy memberships across multiple scales.
A key issue in the use of fuzzy sets is how to define the membership function. This definition can be summarised as being either the semantic import model or the similarity relation model (Robinson 1988 , Fisher 2000a , b, Robinson 2003 . The semantic import model defines memberships based on prior knowledge of particular parameters (Usery 1996 , Cheng and Molenaar 1999a , b, Gallant and Dowling 2003 . The similarity relation model defines fuzzy memberships based on the similarity between locations and the 'ideal' geomorphometric features (Irvin et al. 1997 , Burrough et al. 2000 , Burrough et al. 2001 , Fisher et al. 2004 , Schmidt and Hewitt 2004 , Fisher et al. 2005 , Arrell et al. 2007 .
We use the similarity relation model in this research. We consider that only the centre point (for point-based morphometric classes) or the axes (for line-based morphometric classes) of the local quadratic surface should be considered to possess the full characteristic of a specific morphometric class, and hence should be considered as the central concept (ideal case). The analysis location (considered point) is not always coincident with the centre point or the axes of the quadratic function (figure 1), thus vagueness is introduced by geographical offsets. It is 
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Scale and multi-scale combination
Scale and scale dependency are inherent properties of geographical phenomena (Cao and Lam 1997) and hence have long been the subject of research (e.g. Phillips 1988 , Bian and Walsh 1993 , Moore et al. 1993b , Band and Moore 1995 , Bian 1997 , Wood 1998a . The word 'scale' has many geographical meanings, summarised by Lam and Quattrochi (1992) as map scale, observational scale, operational scale and spatial resolution, of which the latter two are relevant here. The resolution of a DEM is a limiting factor for the representation of terrain details, thus spatial resolution has been the subject of much research (Chang and Tsai 1991 , Bolstad and Stowe 1994 , Wolock and Price 1994 , Zhang and Montgomery 1994 , Gao 1997 , Florinsky and Kuryakova 2000 , Kienzle 2004 ). However, while resolution is an important consideration, we focus here on the operational scale defined by a moving analysis window centred on each analysis location. This is a common approach for terrain analysis where the assessment of scale dependency across operational scales merely involves changing the size of the analysis window (Wood 1996 , 1998a , b, Fisher et al. 2004 . This has the additional advantage that all the elevation information contained in narrower scales is contained in the broader scales, unless the analysis windows are deliberately set to be non-overlapping.
The main issue arising from multi-scale analyses is the choice of scale to use. The majority of terrain analyses are calculated from raster DEMs using a single scale defined by a 363 cell window. This is clearly not the ideal scale for all applications. Broader scales are likely to be less sensitive to local DEM error (Van Niel et al. 2004 ), while important landform information is not always contained at a single scale (Gallant 2006) . For example, models incorporating animal home ranges (e.g. Roger et al. 2007 ) need to consider broader scale terrain concepts such as whether a home range is on a hillslope, on a ridge or in a valley. In such cases we need to describe the terrain across the scales contained within the home range, rather than choosing only a single broader scale. This is not a new issue, and a common solution is to summarise the terrain indices across different scales using a weighted method (Gallant and Dowling 2003 , Fisher et al. 2004 . The use of fuzzy memberships for the individual scales makes this a simple process.
A morphometric characterisation algorithm
Given the above considerations, a morphometric characterisation algorithm has been developed to satisfy four criteria: (1) the ideal cases of different geomorphometric features (e.g. peak, pit or ridge) are simply and clearly defined; (2) the output is spatially continuous and reflects the inherent fuzziness of geomorphometric features; (3) the output is easily combined into a multi-scale index across a range of operational scales; and (4) the standard general morphometric parameters are easily quantified as derivatives of the quadratic surfaces. Indices of five morphometric features are developed using this method, the point-based peakness, pitness, and passness, and the line-based ridgeness and valleyness. These are summarised using a combined morphometric terrain index (CMTI) to identify whether the terrain around a location is convex-up or concave-up.
The morphometric characterisation of the landform at a single operational scale is implemented in two steps. First, a quadratic surface is fitted to the elevation values within a local analysis window centred on the analysis location and its mathematical shape is assessed in relation to the geomorphometric features of planes, pits, peaks, passes, ridges and valleys. Second, the fuzzy membership of each geomorphometric feature at that scale, except for planes, is then calculated based on the positional relationship of the analysis window and the quadratic surface. The line based features are defined using the axes of a conic section extracted from the quadratic surface as the ideal cases which possess the full characteristics of the relevant morphometric class. The point based features use the centre point of the conic section (intersection of the axes) as the ideal cases. Thus we have a fuzzy membership that is defined by geographical distance from the ideal case, relative to the operational scale of the analysis. Planes do not have axes and so are not further assessed in this system. The multi-scale processing is a weighted combination of a specified set of single scale terrain indices.
We now describe the procedure. The full process and the software to calculate these indices are available on request.
Single scale morphometric characterisation
The quadratic surface is fitted to the set of elevation values within a moving local analysis window using least-squares, with the general equation being
where (x, y) is the location's coordinate, z is the elevation calculated by the quadratic function, and A to F are the coefficients of the quadratic function. The shape of the local analysis window is typically either circular or square, although theoretically any shape can be used if it is appropriate (Laffan 2002) . The quality of the quadratic fitting process at an operational scale can be assessed using the standard R 2 goodness of fit statistic. In the terrain analysis context, the R 2 will be inversely correlated with terrain complexity such that complex terrain will have low R 2 values. We can thus use the R 2 to assess both the terrain complexity and the reliability of any terrain indices derived from the quadratic surface. For example, if the analysis location is in a valley adjacent to a cliff, beyond which there is a peak, then the R 2 will be low. The location will thus be identified as one that does not conform to the assumptions of the algorithm and for which less confidence can be had in the results.
By analysing the second order coefficients (A, B and C), the form of the quadratic surface can be characterised into either planar or paraboloid. The classification then depends on the mathematical shape of the paraboloid and its positional relationship with the analysis window.
If the second order coefficients are all equal to zero (A5B5C50) then the quadratic is a plane ( figure 1(o) ). If any of the second order coefficients is not zero (A?0 or B?0 or C?0) then the quadratic surface is a paraboloid. This can be divided into three cases by the value of B 2 -4AC (Middlemiss 1955) . If B 2 -4AC,0 then it is an elliptic paraboloid (figure 1(a)-(f)), if B 2 -4AC.0 then it is a hyperbolic paraboloid (figure 1(g)-(j)), and if B 2 -4AC50 then it is a parabolic paraboloid (figure 1(k)-(n)). If B?0 then the axes of the quadratic surface are not parallel to the x and y axes. The surface is rotated such that its axes are parallel to the x and y axes to simplify the calculation of morphometric class memberships.
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Once the mathematical shape of the quadratic surface has been determined, the next step is to clip the quadratic surface with the x-y plane (z5f(x, y)50) to create a conic section. Then, the positional relationship between the quadratic surface and the analysis window is analysed using the axis of a parabolic paraboloid, or the axes and their intersection (centre point) of elliptic and hyperbolic paraboloids. The conic section of an elliptic paraboloid is an ellipse, for a hyperbolic paraboloid it is a hyperbola, and for a parabolic paraboloid it is a parabola.
For the elliptic paraboloid case (B 2 -4AC,0), the quadratic surface can be divided into convex-up ( figure 1(a)-(c) ) and concave-up ( figure 1(d)-(f) ). For the convex-up case, if the centre-point is located in the analysis window then this location is a member of the peak class ( figure 1(a) ). Ridgeness is calculated using the nearest axis that intersects the analysis window ( figure 1(b) ). If neither axis intersects with the analysis window then it is a planar slope ( figure 1(c) ). The same process applies to the concave-up case, with the morphometric classes adjusted accordingly to define pits and valleys ( figure 1(d)-(f) ).
For the hyperbolic paraboloid case (B 2 -4AC.0), if the centre point of the hyperbola defined by the conic section is within the analysis window then the morphometric class is a pass (figure 1(g)). One point of difference from the elliptic paraboloid is that one axis is convex-up and one is concave-up. If the concave-up axis intersects with the analysis window then it is used to calculate ridgeness ( figure 1(h) ). If the convex-up axis intersects with the analysis window then it is used to calculate valleyness ( figure 1(i) ). If neither axis intersects the analysis window then it is a planar slope ( figure 1(j) ).
For the parabolic paraboloid case (B 2 -4AC50), the quadratic surface can be divided into either a convex-up parabolic paraboloid (figure 1(k) and (l)) or a concave-up parabolic paraboloid (figure 1(m) and (n)). For the convex-up case, the morphometric class is a ridge if the axis intersects with the analysis window ( figure 1(k) ), else it is a planar slope ( figure 1(l) ). For the concave-up case, the morphometric class is a valley if the axis intersects with the analysis window ( figure 1(m) ), else it is a planar slope (figure 1(n)).
Single scale fuzzy morphometric terrain indices
Based on the morphometric characterisation, the fuzzy terrain indices for each morphometric class at a particular scale are defined by the geographical distance of the analysis location from the ideal cases (the axes or centre point of the conic section). A terrain index to characterise the similarity of the location to a morphometric class is then defined as a fuzzy membership based on the geographical distance of the location from the centre point or the axes, as relevant.
The general equation used to calculate the terrain indices is:
where d denotes the geographical distance between the analysis location and the centre point or axes of the conic section, as relevant, and R is the radius of the analysis window.
As an example, if the morphometric class of a location is a peak (figure 1(a) ), d denotes the geographical distance of the location from the centre point of the conic section. If the location exactly coincides with the centre point, then d50 and TI5peakness51, which means this location possesses the full characteristics of a peak. If the location is on the edge of the analysis window, then d5R and TI5peakness50, which means this location possesses no characteristics of a peak at this operational scale. The same procedure is applied to line-based terrain indices, with the difference that d denotes the geographical distance of the location from the axis of the conic section. Note that this approach does not consider the magnitude of the features, for example high and low peaks or deep and shallow valleys. This could be calculated using other characteristics of the quadratic function such as slope and cross-sectional curvature, although this also requires rules to define what is high, low, shallow or deep. Alternately one could define a threshold value for the A and C parameters below which the location is considered a planar slope, although this also requires additional rules and the threshold value is likely to be subjective in many cases.
For some analyses the user might be concerned only with whether a location is a member of a concave-up or convex-up morphometric feature. For this purpose we define a CMTI based on peakness, pitness, ridgeness and valleyness:
CMTI~c onvexity
if convexitywconcavity
where convexity5max(peakness, ridgeness) and concavity5max(pitness, valleyness). As all the geomorphometric features are characterised by indices of fuzzy membership functions, it is a trivial process to generate crisp boundaries for the corresponding geographical objects if needed, e.g. mountain or valley, by applying an alpha cut (Cheng 2002 , Robinson 2003 .
Multi-scale combination
The multi-scale combination is achieved using a weighted combination, such that the user can emphasise those scales more important to an application. The calculation of weights is conducted in two steps. First, each of the i operational scales considered is assigned a value x i which is then modified using a shape function f(x i ,p) (equation 4). Second, the weights for each scale (w i ) are calculated by scaling the f(x i ,p) to sum to 1 across the n scales assessed (equation 5). Note that the shape functions in equation 4 represent three examples and other forms can be used where appropriate.
The multi-scale terrain indices (MTI) are then calculated as:
where TI i denotes the membership of the terrain index (e.g. ridgeness or peakness) at scale i.
Example application
A raster DEM of the Dunns Creek Catchment in the Australian Capital Territory (ACT), Australia (35u269300 S, 149u089300 E), was chosen for the example application (figure 2). The DEM was interpolated from spot heights, contour data (5 m interval) and channels digitised from the ACT 1:10,000 scale planning series maps. The interpolation used the ANUDEM algorithm (Hutchinson 1989) , as implemented in the TopoGrid Tool in ArcGIS Workstation version 8. The cell resolution is 10 m. The Dunns Creek catchment covers a small area (approximately 4.564.5 km), but has a relatively large variation in relief (approximately 260 m), shape and size of topographic features. The main catchment is characterised by a large north-east to south-west valley surrounded by distinct peaks. There are also several small knolls Figure 2 . DEM of the Dunns Creek catchment, ACT, Australia. This study site has well defined valleys, peaks and ridges, as well as small knolls in the lower parts of the catchment. Ten sample points were chosen to investigate how the terrain indices change with changing scales.
within the valley part of the catchment. It has well-defined channels that are discontinuous in the middle part of the catchment.
Methods
The terrain indices peakness, passness, pitness, ridgeness, valleyness and CMTI were calculated for six operational scales using circular windows with radii of 5, 10, 20, 30, 50 and 100 cells (50, 100, 200, 300, 500 and 1000 m) . The 10 cell scale was used to investigate the variability in the terrain indices at a single scale. As an assessment of quality, the valleyness and CMTI results were compared against the digitised channels, while the peakness and passness results were compared with the elevation spot heights. The remainder of the indices were assessed using human interpretation based on the elevation contours, as there are no reference data sets against which they can be consistently compared for this dataset. The terrain complexity and the reliability of the terrain indices at each scale were assessed using the R 2 statistic.
Ten sample points were selected (figure 2) to investigate changes in the terrain indices across the spatial scales assessed and also the effect of the multi-scale weighting functions. These are divided into three groups representing features that are considered as peaks at all operational scales assessed ('global peaks', sample points 1, 2 and 3), small peaks within larger valleys ('local peaks', sample points 4 to 8), and valleys at all operational scales assessed ('global valleys', sample points 9 and 10).
The single scale terrain indices were then combined into multi-scale surfaces, with the analyses comparing the effect of the choice of sets of spatial scales and of the choice of shape functions. The results were assessed using both the multi-scale surfaces and the ten sample points.
The effect of the choice of spatial scales was assessed using three sets of scales. Windows with radii of 5, 10, 20 and 30 cells were compared with sets also including 50 cell and then 100 cell scales. These analyses used a linear power shape function with a power of 1 and values x i of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 respectively for each scale from 5 to 100 cells. This set of values emphasises the characteristics of broader scales over narrower scales. As with the single scale terrain indices, the multi-scale terrain indices were compared against the contours, spot heights and digitised channels.
The effect of the shape functions was assessed using scales of 5, 10, 20 and 30 cells with respective values x i of 1, 2, 4 and 8. The first shape function was a zero order power, such that the shape functions were f(1, 0)51, f(2, 0)51, f(4, 0)51 and f(8, 0)51, thus giving equal combination weights to each scale. The second shape function used a first order power to give a linear scaling of f(1, 1)51, f(2, 1)52, f(4, 1)54, and f(8, 1)58. The third set of weights used a second order power such that the weights were f(1, 2)51, f(2, 2)54, f(4, 2)516, and f(8, 2)564.
Example analysis results and discussion
3.2.1 Single-scale terrain indices. The single-scale terrain indices at the 10 cell scale closely match the geomorphometric features in comparison with the elevation contours ( figure 3 ). There is no explicit displacement of the high terrain index values from their true locations (e.g. peaks and ridges), which is an improvement over the results of Fisher et al. (2004 Fisher et al. ( , 2005 . The peakness results have high values for the peaks, with their extents varying proportional to the breadth of the peaks (figure 3(a) ). Passness consistently has high values in the saddle areas ( figure 3(b) ).
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There are only scattered values of pitness ( figure 3(c) ), all of which have relatively high values. This scatter can be attributed to the paucity of pits in the Dunns Creek catchment, and also that the interpolation algorithm used clears pits to create a hydrologically connected DEM. As a detailed example of the point based indices, a small sample area around sample point 2 was chosen to compare peakness and passness to the spot heights ( figure 4(a) and (b) ). This small area contains two peaks ( figure 4(a) , Locations A and B) separated by a pass (figure 4(b) , Location C). The highest peakness values occur immediately around the two spot heights ( figure 4(a) ), and decrease as the distance from the spot heights increases. As the operational scale is 10 cells, the area with high peakness values occupies a relatively small area around the spot heights. The saddle area between the two peaks ( figure 4(b) , Location C) contains high passness values. These are highest around the centre of the saddle area (marked by the spot height), and decrease away from this point. Two other areas with high passness values visible in figure 4(b) (Locations D and E) belong to separate saddle areas ( figure 3) . The values at Location F can be attributed to missing data due to edge effects.
The line-based terrain indices also closely match the contours at the 10 cell scale, with the ridge and valley lines orthogonally intersecting the contours (figure 3(d) and (e)). The drainage network is well portrayed, with valleyness values decreasing away from the drainage lines ( figure 5(a) ). This includes the large valley in the middle of the study area and two ridge lines on both sides of the valley, as well as small knolls in the centre of the valley area. 
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The CMTI is combined from the point-based and line-based indices and thus is also a good representation of the local convexity and concavity of the terrain surface ( figure 3(f) ). The small knoll in the lower part of the catchment immediately above the confluence of the two main drainage lines (sample point 6) can be clearly identified from the CMTI.
The R 2 values decrease as the operational scales increase ( figure 6 ). This is because, for most cells in the DEM, the larger analysis windows contain more complex terrain with mixtures of valleys and peaks. The results are also smoother for broader scales, as is common for multi-scale analyses. An example of the complexity is given by sample point 6. It has high R 2 values at narrower scales (5 and 10 cells), decreases to lower values for the 20 and 30 cell scales which include both knoll and valley cells from the DEM, and increases as the sample window is dominated by the valley cells. 
Sample points.
As is to be expected for global peak points, sample points 1, 2 and 3 possess consistently high positive CMTI values (figure 7, table 1). Their CMTI values decrease slightly from narrower scales to broader scales. There are some exceptions to this, but the general tendency is clear.
The local peak points (sample points 4 to 8) have differing characteristics. Sample points 4 and 5 are on the edge of the valley area and are close to the ridges. Their elevations are relatively high, and the CMTI values for the 5 to 30 cell scales are all greater than 0.8, indicating they are convex-up geomorphometric features. However, at the 50 cell scale, the CMTI value of sample point 4 is 0.286 while sample point 5 is 0, indicating that the terrain surface around both sample points are planar or close to planar at this particular scale. At the 100 cell scale, the CMTI value of sample 7, table 1) .
3.2.3
Multi-scale terrain indices. The multi-scale terrain indices calculated using scales of 5, 10, 20 and 30 cells show the smoothing effects typical of fitting surfaces to broader operational scales ( figure 8 ). This is most clearly visible in the pointbased terrain indices ( figure 8(a)-(c) ). Those locations with high values occur across broader extents around their respective geomorphometric features than the comparative single scale terrain indices, while still retaining some of the details from the narrower scales (see also figure 4(c) and (d)).
The multi-scale line-based terrain indices and CMTI closely match the elevation contours. The ridge and valley lines orthogonally intersect with the contours (figure 8(d) and (e)), while the drainage network including the large valley in the middle of the study area and two ridge lines on both sides of the valley are well portrayed (figure 5(c) and (d)). The local ridge of the small knolls in the valley area is also clearly represented.
One point that needs to be considered is that edge effects might have influenced the results, primarily at broader scales, and mostly for the global peaks at the edge of the catchment. However, the nature of the surrounding catchments means that the edge effects on the study DEM are likely to be small, and primarily apply to the 50 and 100 cell analyses. Edge effects will likely reduce the class memberships but not change the morphometric classifications in this case.
3.2.4
The effect of the scale sets and shape functions on the multi-scale indices. The effect of the changing scale sets on the global peak and valley points is limited ( figure 9, table 2) . This is to be expected because they possess relatively high positive or negative values across all the scales, so that they are expected to be less sensitive to the scale selection. In comparison, the multi-scale CMTI values of all the local peak points except point 8 change greatly with the changing sets of scales. As these local peaks are contained within a larger valley, their multi-scale CMTI values greatly decrease when incorporating the broader scales into the multi-scale processing. Conversely, sample point 8 is a local peak which remains characterised as a peak point even at the largest operational scale of 100 cells.
The multi-scale CMTI values of the global peak and global valley points are consistent for the shape functions with different orders of power ( figure 10, table 3 ). This is for the same reason as for the changing scale sets, where the global peak points and global valley points possess consistently high positive or negative CMTI values, and thus the multi-scale CMTI values of these points are not sensitive to the change of weights. The local peak points are also insensitive to the change of power, with the exception of sample point 6. This is because the morphometric class of sample point 6 changes sharply with increasing scale, being identified as a peak point at scales of 5, 10 and 20 cells and as a valley point from the 30 cell scale.
Conclusion
A method of morphometric characterisation of landform based on locally fitted quadratic surfaces is described in this paper. The outputs are a series of terrain 320 D. Wang et al.
indices representing different geomorphometric features of the landscape at a set of operational scales (peaks, pits, passes, ridges, valleys and planes). The fuzzy membership of a location to each morphometric feature class except planes is defined by the mathematical shape of the local quadratic surface and its positional relationship with the analysis window, a simpler approach than used in previous research. The fuzzy terrain indices are spatially continuous and non-exclusive, thus reflecting the inherent fuzziness of landform classifications. Multi-scale terrain indices are easily derived as a combination of single-scale indices, reducing the need to specify a single scale at which one must calculate the indices for subsequent environmental modelling and analysis. The quadratic surface fitting approach underpins general geomorphometric analyses, and so all the standard general geomorphometric indices can be derived from the same system. A further advantage Figure 9 . The multi-scale CMTI values of the ten sample points combined from three different sets of scales (5 to 30 cells, 5 to 50 cells and 5 to 100 cells). The weights are all calculated using a linear power shape function with the values of 1, 2, 4 and 8 for the 5 to 30 cell analysis, 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 for the 5 to 50 cell analysis and 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 for the 5 to 100 cell analysis. of this approach is that standard goodness of fit statistics such as the R 2 can be derived for each analysis location. These statistics can be used to identify both areas of complex terrain and of reliable results, and could potentially also be used in selecting the scales used for an analysis. The example application indicates that this method works for a small area catchment (approximately 4.564.5 km) with varied landforms including a large Figure 10 . The multi-scale CMTI values of the ten sample points for the 5 to 30 cell scales combined using shape functions of three different orders of power: zero (constant), first (linear) and second order. The values used in the weights calculations are 1, 2, 4 and 8. valley surrounded by distinct peaks, analysed at operational scales from 50 m (5 cells) to 1000 m (100 cells) radius. The method successfully identified morphometric features present in the catchment across a set of scales and using a variety of weighting factors for the multi-scale combination.
